
On the blog site, look for articles, video, blog posts, a trend list, trend slides, biographical information, program possibilities, international assignments, Gary Marx books, book reviews/testimonials and comments on programs/presentations, quotes, news releases, photos, how to contact, and other information.

On that page, click on 21 TRENDS SLIDES.ppt.  Wait as they load. Also part of the blog site is a set of slides for your use. Each of the 21 trends is emphasized on single slides. A few others provide context and how to put the trends to use in planning and/or creating a future.

Gary Marx Trend Articles You Can Use:  www.GaryMarxCPO.com
Click on BLOGS. A sub-menu will appear with a selection of trend topics.
A citation such as the following might be used if adding an article to your printed or online publication or web site:

Gary Marx, president, Center for Public Outreach, and author of Twenty-One Trends for the 21st Century, published by Education Week Press.